Advocate
Claims administration
and support service
Your personal claims adviser

A better claims experience
for you and your employees
We’re all busier than ever these days – and that includes your
employees. If they have health issues, they want help fast – not the
hassle of checking small print on benefits policy documentation.
That’s where the Advocate team of claims advisers come in.
We handhold your employees through every step of a claim, from
advising on the most appropriate policy to use, to liaising with insurers
throughout the claim.
We take the headache out of claims admin, saving HR professionals
hours of time and effort.
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Benefits in brief
The Advocate claims administration and support service provides:
A single point of contact to advise and support employees
needing treatment or requiring claims advice
Signposting to most relevant policy, removing confusion of
employee benefits and any overlap in cover that might exist
Access to clinical support (via our in-house team of fully
registered nurses and physiotherapists) for second opinions
and additional support
Extended support to HR, dealing with all claims administration
and benefit cover queries for employees
Efficiency of claims usage and benefit spend for employers,
driving greater value on investment from your benefit
programmes
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How do we help…

The HR Manager /
Director?

The HR / Benefits admin
assistant?

The MD / Business
owner?

The Finance
Director?

It’s a joy to outsource the
claims admin headache to
someone we know we can trust
- not just with the detail but also
with the bigger picture. They know
every word of our policy small print
so can advise our employees on
the best way to leverage cover
to get the most appropriate
treatment. It saves me hours of
time each week.

Our Advocate adviser is like
a virtual member of our benefits
team, one who doesn’t mind
picking up all the most timeconsuming and repetitive admin
tasks!

I don’t have to wear my
HR hat to answer all my team’s
claim-related queries. Having
a claims adviser on tap leaves
me to focus on doing what I do
best!

Advocate helps to pay for
itself by making the best use of our
benefits. And because our people
claim against the right policy, we
are happy that our benefits are
delivering maximum value for our
people and the business.

”

“

”

“

“

”

Allan Whitehead, Finance Manager & Group Secretary, Locators
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“

”

We have used a number of healthcare providers in the past but Willis Towers Watson have
given us a consistently high level of support and the Advocate service offered by them is
an extremely popular feature with scheme members, enabling us to access knowledgeable
call handlers who can advise on the best way to proceed with a claim and who obtain all
the necessary authorisations on our behalf.

“

“

Using Advocate

Visit your GP

Call your Advocate adviser

Surgery/on-going
treatment
IS required

Surgery/on-going
treatment
IS NOT required

Call your Advocate
adviser to discuss
treatment and eligibility

Keep your Advocate
adviser up to date

Invoices
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Insurer

1

If you need treatment for a medical condition,
contact the helpline to arrange a discussion with
your Advocate claims adviser
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Your Advocate claims adviser will discuss options
with you and agree on the appropriate treatment
route and insurer to use
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Authorisation for treatment requested from the
relevant insurer by the Advocate claims adviser.
Please wait for confirmation before proceeding
with treatment.
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Call your Advocate adviser to discuss treatment
and confirm eligibility for on-going treatment.
Keep your Advocate adviser up to date during
treatment, and once treatment has finished.
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Send invoices direct to your insurer for
processing and payment.

“

I would recommend this service which I consider to be very good
value for money, particularly as it removes a lot of stress and
aggravation from the claims process at a time which may already
be worrying if someone is unwell.

“

Allan Whitehead, Finance Manager & Group Secretary, Locators

Willis Towers Watson
T: 0800 4880 989
E: enquirieshealthbenefits@willistowerswatson.com
W: wtw-healthandbenefits.co.uk
Willis Towers Watson, The Courtyard, Hall Lane,
Wincham, Northwich, Cheshire CW9 6DG
wtw-healthandbenefits.co.uk
willistowerswatson.com

Some of the information in this publication may be compiled from third party
sources we consider to be reliable, however we do not guarantee and are not
responsible for the accuracy of such. The views expressed are not necessarily
those of Willis Towers Watson. Copyright Willis Towers Watson Limited 2021.
All rights reserved.
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